3D Printing in Medicine: A Practical Guide for Medical Professionals
8th International Munich Chassis Symposium 2017: chassis.tech plus
A Course on Basic Model Theory
A New Perspective on Agglomeration Economies in Japan: An Application of Productivity Analysis
ASP.NET Core Recipes: A Problem-Solution Approach
Academic & Scientific Poster Presentation: A Modern Comprehensive Guide
Adult Education and Lifelong Learning in Southeastern Europe
Adult Umbilical Reconstruction: Principles and Techniques
Advanced Data Analysis in Neuroscience: Integrating Statistical and Computational Models
Advanced Multicore Systems-On-Chip: Architecture, On-Chip Network, Design
Advanced Multipoles for Accelerator Magnets: Theoretical Analysis and Their Measurement
Advanced Nanomaterials in Biomedical, Sensor and Energy Applications
Advances in Complex Analysis and Operator Theory: Festschrift in Honor of Daniel Alpay's 60th Birthday
Advances in Distillation Retrofit
Advances in Luxury Brand Management
Agency at Work: An Agentic Perspective on Professional Learning and Development
Agriculturally Important Microbes for Sustainable Agriculture: Volume 2: Applications in Crop Production and Protection
Agriculturally Important Microbes for Sustainable Agriculture: Volume I: Plant-soil-microbe nexus
Algebraic Theory of Locally Nilpotent Derivations
Algorithmic Differentiation in Finance Explained
Algorithms for Next-Generation Sequencing Data: Techniques, Approaches, and Applications
Amperometric and Impedance Monitoring Systems for Biomedical Applications
Amplitude Modulation of Pulsation Modes in Delta Scuti Stars
An Accidental Brexit: New EU and Transatlantic Economic Perspectives
Analysing Inequalities in Germany: A Structured Additive Distributional Regression Approach
Analysis Meets Geometry: The Mikael Passare Memorial Volume
Analytic and Algebraic Geometry
Applications of Quantum Dynamics in Chemistry
Applied Approaches to Societal Institutions and Economics: Essays in Honor of Moriki Hosoe
Applied Cerebral Angiography: Normal Anatomy and Vascular Pathology
Applied Evaluative Informetrics
Artificial Intelligence and Economic Theory: Skynet in the Market
Asian American Parenting: Family Process and Intervention
Aspirational Revolution: The Purpose-Driven Economy
BNAIC 2016: Artificial Intelligence: 28th Benelux Conference on Artificial Intelligence, Amsterdam, The Netherlands, November 10-11, 2016, Revised Selected Papers
Basic Elements of Computational Statistics
Bee Products - Chemical and Biological Properties
Beekeeping – From Science to Practice
Beginning Adobe Experience Design: Quickly Design and Prototype Websites and Mobile Apps
Beginning Spring Boot 2: Applications and Microservices with the Spring Framework
Big Data in Healthcare: Extracting Knowledge from Point-of-Care Machines
Biocommunication of Archaea
Biogas Systems in China
Biology, Productivity and Bioenergy of Timber-Yielding Plants: An Experimental Technology
Biomarkers for Endometriosis: State of the Art
Biomechanics of the Human Stomach
Bioremediation of Selenium Contaminated Wastewater
Body MDCT in Small Animals: Basic Principles, Technology, and Clinical Applications
Bone Toxicology
Calcium Signaling: From Physiology to Diseases
Cancer Genetics and Psychotherapy
Canine and Feline Dementia: Molecular Basis, Diagnostics and Therapy
Carbon-related Materials in Recognition of Nobel Lectures by Prof. Akira Suzuki in ICCE
Career Skills for Surgeons
China's Lessons for India: Volume I : The Political Economy of Development
China's Lessons for India: Volume II : The Political Economy of Change
Clean C++ : Sustainable Software Development Patterns and Best Practices with C++ 17
Co-Creation in Higher Education : Students and Educators Preparing Creatively and Collaboratively to the Challenge of the Future
Combined Scintigraphic and Radiographic Diagnosis of Bone and Joint Diseases : Including Gamma Correction Interpretation
Compendium of Histology : A Theoretical and Practical Guide
Computational Intelligence for Network Structure Analytics
Computational Intelligence, Communications, and Business Analytics : First International Conference, CICBA 2017, Kolkata, India, March 24 – 25, 2017, Revised Selected Papers, Part I
Computational Physics : Simulation of Classical and Quantum Systems
Computer Music Instruments : Foundations, Design and Development
Contemporary Chinese Diasporas
Corporate Financial Distress : A Study of the Italian Manufacturing Industry
Creative Dimensions of Teaching and Learning in the 21st Century
Crystal Structure,Electronic and Optical Properties of Epitaxial Alkaline Earth Niobate Thin Films
Cultural Distance in International Ventures : Exploring Perceptions of European and Chinese Managers
DNA and Histone Methylation as Cancer Targets
Data Interpretation in Anesthesia : A Clinical Guide
Data Science : Third International Conference of Pioneering Computer Scientists, Engineers and Educators, ICPCSEE 2017, Changsha, China, September 22–24, 2017, Proceedings, Part I
Data Science : Third International Conference of Pioneering Computer Scientists, Engineers and Educators, ICPCSEE 2017, Changsha, China, September 22–24, 2017, Proceedings, Part II
Decentralization and Development of Sri Lanka Within a Unitary State
Deep Drama : Exploring Life as Theater
Deep-Sea Ecosystems Off Mauritania : Research of Marine Biodiversity and Habitats in the Northwest African Margin
Dermatological Atlas of Indigenous People
Development Finance : Innovations for Sustainable Growth
Diagnostic Clusters in Shoulder Conditions

Dialogues at the Edge of American Psychological Discourse: Critical and Theoretical Perspectives


Digital Transformation in Financial Services

Discriminative Pattern Discovery on Biological Networks

Distributed Computer and Communication Networks: 20th International Conference, DCCN 2017, Moscow, Russia, September 25–29, 2017, Proceedings

Docker Management Design Patterns: Swarm Mode on Amazon Web Services

Doing Autoethnography

Doing Poetic Inquiry

Dollarization and De-dollarization in Transitional Economies of Southeast Asia

Domain Adaptation in Computer Vision Applications

Doppler Echocardiography in Infancy and Childhood

Drebrin: From Structure and Function to Physiological and Pathological Roles

Ecology of Central European Forests: Vegetation Ecology of Central Europe, Volume I

Ecology of Central European Non-Forest Vegetation: Coastal to Alpine, Natural to Man-Made Habitats: Vegetation Ecology of Central Europe, Volume II

Economic Analysis and Forecast of China (2015)


Economics Without Laws: Towards a New Philosophy of Economics

Electronic States in Crystals of Finite Size: Quantum Confinement of Bloch Waves

Empathy: Epistemic Problems and Cultural-Historical Perspectives of a Cross-Disciplinary Concept

Enhancing Adobe Acrobat DC Forms with JavaScript

Enterprise and Organizational Modeling and Simulation: 13th International Workshop, EOMAS 2017, Held at CAiSE 2017, Essen, Germany, June 12-13, 2017, Selected Papers

Environmental Challenges in the Baltic Region: A Perspective from Economics

Equations Involving Malliavin Calculus Operators: Applications and Numerical Approximation

Ergodic Optimization in the Expanding Case: Concepts, Tools and Applications

Esercizi scelti di Algebra: Volume 1
Geometric Invariant Theory: Over the Real and Complex Numbers

Ginzburg-Landau Vortices

Global Entrepreneurship and Development Index 2017

GraphITA: Selected papers from the Workshop on Synthesis, Characterization and Technological Exploitation of Graphene and 2D Materials Beyond Graphene

Groups, Matrices, and Vector Spaces: A Group Theoretic Approach to Linear Algebra


Guide to Digital Forensics: A Concise and Practical Introduction

Guide to Modeling and Simulation of Systems of Systems

Hadamard States from Light-like Hypersurfaces

Handbook of HardwareSoftware Codesign

Handbook of Positive Psychology in Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities: Translating Research into Practice

Handbook of Rural School Mental Health

Handbook of the Psychology of Self-Forgiveness

Harmonic and Complex Analysis in Several Variables

Headache and Comorbidities in Childhood and Adolescence

Health Informatics Data Analysis: Methods and Examples

Heart Rate Variability Analysis with the R package RHRV

Hermitian–Grassmannian Submanifolds: Daegu, Korea, July 2016

Humor at Work in Teams, Leadership, Negotiations, Learning and Health


Identifying Stock Market Bubbles: Modeling Illiquidity Premium and Bid-Ask Prices of Financial Securities

Identity Flexibility During Adulthood: Perspectives in Adult Development

Immune Metabolism in Health and Tumor

Imperial Theory and Colonial Pragmatism: Charles Harper, Economic Development and Agricultural Cooperation in Australia

Indigenous Environmental Knowledge: Reappraisal
Inequity in Indian Health Care


Integral Methods in Science and Engineering, Volume 1: Theoretical Techniques

Integral Methods in Science and Engineering, Volume 2: Practical Applications

Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Fairness, Equity, and Justice

International Labor Mobility to and from Taiwan

Introduction to Biomolecular Structure and Biophysics: Basics of Biophysics

Introductory Statistics and Random Phenomena: Uncertainty, Complexity and Chaotic Behavior in Engineering and Science

Investigating the Origin of the Asteroids and Early Findings on Vesta: Historical Studies in Asteroid Research


JIMD Reports, Volume 35

Japan’s Lost Decade: Lessons for Asian Economies

Java 9 Modularity Revealed: Project Jigsaw and Scalable Java Applications

JavaFX 9 by Example

Knowledge-Driven Developments in the Bioeconomy: Technological and Economic Perspectives

Language Socialization

Lasers in Dentistry—Current Concepts

Learn FileMaker Pro 16: The Comprehensive Guide to Building Custom Databases

Learn iOS Application Distribution: Successfully Distribute Apps

Lecture Notes on Wavelet Transforms

Lewis Swift: Celebrated Comet Hunter and the People’s Astronomer

Lie Groups, Differential Equations, and Geometry: Advances and Surveys

Managing Corporate Responsibility in the Real World: Lessons from the Frontline of CSR

Managing Sustainable Stakeholder Relationships: Corporate Approaches to Responsible Management
Mapping Forest Landscape Patterns
Mastering Zoho CRM: Manage your Team, Pipeline, and Clients Effectively
Mastering Zoho Creator: Build Cloud-Based Business Applications from the Ground Up
Math Tools: 500+ Applications in Science and Arts
Mathematical Models: From the Collections of Universities and Museums – Photograph Volume and Commentary
Mathematical Problems of the Dynamics of Incompressible Fluid on a Rotating Sphere
Measuring Multidimensional Poverty and Deprivation: Incidence and Determinants in Developed Countries
Measuring Regional Specialisation: A New Approach
Medicalizing Counselling: Issues and Tensions
Medicinal and Aromatic Plants of the World - Africa Volume 3
Meghnad Saha: His Life in Science and Politics
Microdomains in the Cardiovascular System
Microfinance for Entrepreneurial Development: Sustainability and Inclusion in Emerging Markets
Mining in the Asia-Pacific: Risks, Challenges and Opportunities
Mobile Ad Hoc Network Protocols Based on Dissimilarity Metrics
Mobile Point Sensors and Actuators in the Controllability Theory of Partial Differential Equations
Model Reduction of Parametrized Systems
Model-Driven Engineering and Software Development: 4th International Conference, MODELSWARD 2016, Rome, Italy, February 19-21, 2016, Revised Selected Papers
Modeling Life: The Mathematics of Biological Systems
Modeling, Dynamics, Optimization and Bioeconomics II: DGS III, Porto, Portugal, February 2014, and Bioeconomy VII, Berkeley, USA, March 2014 - Selected Contributions
Molecular Symmetry, Super-Rotation, and Semiclassical Motion: New Ideas for Solving Old Problems
Monetary Integration in Europe: The European Monetary Union after the Financial Crisis
Monetary Policy, Financial Crises, and the Macroeconomy: Festschrift for Gerhard Illing
My 10 Strategies for Integrative Coaching: Co-constructing the Journey from Freedom to Responsibility
Mycobacterial Skin Infections
Nanocomposites for Visible Light-induced Photocatalysis
Nanophysics, Nanomaterials, Interface Studies, and Applications: Selected Proceedings of the 4th International Conference Nanotechnology and Nanomaterials (NANO2016), August 24-27, 2016, Lviv, Ukraine

Nanotechnology: Food and Environmental Paradigm

Narrative Medicine and Community-Based Health Care and Planning

Nature-Based Solutions to Climate Change Adaptation in Urban Areas: Linkages between Science, Policy and Practice

Network Performance and Fault Analytics for LTE Wireless Service Providers


Neurotoxicity of Metals

New Framings on Anti-Racism and Resistance: Volume 2 – Resistance and the New Futurity


Nonlinear Photonics in Mid-infrared Quantum Cascade Lasers

Nonlinearly Perturbed Semi-Markov Processes

Not-So-Simple Stellar Populations in Star Clusters

Novel Methods in Computational Finance

Numerical Linear Algebra: Theory and Applications

Numerical Methods for Stochastic Partial Differential Equations with White Noise

Numerical Partial Differential Equations in Finance Explained: An Introduction to Computational Finance

Obesity and Brain Function

Obstetrics Essentials: A Question-Based Review

Of Books, Barns, and Boardrooms: Exploring Praxis through Reflexive Inquiry

Ontology-Based Data Access Leveraging Subjective Reports

Optimization and Approximation

Oracle ADF Survival Guide: Mastering the Application Development Framework

Organic Semiconductor Heterojunctions and Its Application in Organic Light-Emitting Diodes

Orthopedic Nuclear Medicine

Overcoming Uncertainty of Institutional Environment as a Tool of Global Crisis Management

PBL in Engineering Education: International Perspectives on Curriculum Change
Particles in Flows
Pathology of the Cervix
Periconception in Physiology and Medicine
Phosphodiesterases: CNS Functions and Diseases
Photoaffinity Labeling for Structural Probing Within Protein
Pioneers in Pathology
Plant-Microbe Interactions in Agro-Ecological Perspectives: Volume 1: Fundamental Mechanisms, Methods and Functions
Plasma Physics: An Introduction to Laboratory, Space, and Fusion Plasmas
Plasma Surface Metallurgy: With Double Glow Discharge Technology—Xu-Tec Process
Polymer Brush Films with Varied Grafting and Cross-Linking Density via SI-ATRP: Analysis of the Mechanical Properties by AFM
Polypropylene Nanofibers: Melt Electrospinning Versus Meltblowing
Post-2020 Climate Action: Global and Asian Perspectives
Practical C++ Design: From Programming to Architecture
Practical Concurrent Haskell: With Big Data Applications
Practical Handbook of the Biology and Molecular Diversity of Trichoderma Species from Tropical Regions
Predictive Computing and Information Security
Primate Hearing and Communication
Principles of Microeconomics: An Integrative Approach
Priority Rule Violations and Perverse Banking Behaviors: Theoretical Analysis and Implications of the 1990s Japanese Loan Markets
Pro Functional PHP Programming: Application Development Strategies for Performance Optimization, Concurrency, Testability, and Code Brevity
Probability for Statisticians
Probiotics in Agroecosystem
Programming Language Concepts
Programming in HTML and PHP: Coding for Scientists and Engineers
Progress in Industrial Mathematics at ECMI 2014
Proteases in Physiology and Pathology
Protein Deimination in Human Health and Disease
Protocols in Semen Biology (Comparing Assays)
Public Health Intelligence and the Internet
Pulmonary Hypertension in Adult Congenital Heart Disease
Putnam and Beyond
Quantifying Resistance: Political Crime and the People's Court in Nazi Germany
Railway Ecology
Reactive with ClojureScript Recipes: Functional Programming for the Web
Recent Progress and Modern Challenges in Applied Mathematics, Modeling and Computational Science
Refractory Status Epilepticus: Diagnosis and Treatment
Regenerative Medicine: Laboratory to Clinic
Regulation of Inflammatory Signaling in Health and Disease
Resurgence of Nuclear Power: Challenges and Opportunities for Asia
Rhizobium Biology and Biotechnology
Rotifers: Aquaculture, Ecology, Gerontology, and Ecotoxicology
Science of Ashwagandha: Preventive and Therapeutic Potentials
Seigniorage: On the Revenue from the Creation of Money
Simulation Algorithms for Computational Systems Biology
Smart Homes and Their Users
Smart Solutions in Today's Transport: 17th International Conference on Transport Systems Telematics, TST 2017, Katowice – Ustroń, Poland, April 5-8, 2017, Selected Papers
Snake Charming - The Musical Python
Soft Tissue Pathology for Clinicians
Software Engineering: Specification, Implementation, Verification
Solubilization and Dispersion of Carbon Nanotubes
Southeast Asia beyond Crises and Traps: Economic Growth and Upgrading
Space Charge Physics for Particle Accelerators
Spanish Economic Growth, 1850–2015
Stein Manifolds and Holomorphic Mappings : The Homotopy Principle in Complex Analysis
Store-Operated Ca²⁺ Entry (SOCE) Pathways : Emerging Signaling Concepts in Human (Patho)physiology
Structural Differentiation in Social Media : Adhocracy, Entropy, and the "1 % Effect"
Sustainable Development in Energy Systems
Sustainable Membrane Technology for Water and Wastewater Treatment
TIM PEAKE and BRITAIN'S ROAD TO SPACE
Technology and the Environment in State-Socialist Hungary : An Economic History
The (Im)possible Multicultural Teacher : A Critical Approach to Understanding White Teachers’ Multicultural Work
The Biophysics of Cell Membranes : Biological Consequences
The Brazilian Microbiome : Current Status and Perspectives
The Day the King Defaulted : Financial Lessons from the Stop of the Exchequer in 1672
The Decline of the Individual : Reconciling Autonomy with Community
The Definitive Guide to Shopify Themes : Master the Design Skills to Build World-Class Ecommerce Sites
The Development of Elementary Quantum Theory
The H Boson
The Handbook of Biomarkers
The Law of Desire : On Lacan’s 'Kant with Sade’
The Problem of Time : Quantum Mechanics Versus General Relativity
The Psychologist's Guide to Professional Development
The Rise and Fall of Korea’s Economic Development : Lessons for Developing and Developed Economies
The Soybean Genome
The Tertiary Education Imperative : Knowledge, Skills and Values for Development
The University as a Critical Institution?
The Vegetation of the Iberian Peninsula : Volume 1
The Vegetation of the Iberian Peninsula : Volume 2
The World of Science Education : Handbook of Research in Science Education in Sub-Saharan Africa
Theoretical Physics 7: Quantum Mechanics - Methods and Applications
Theory-Driven Approaches to Cognitive Enhancement
Therapeutic Alliances with Families: Empowering Clients in Challenging Cases
Therapeutic Use of Medicinal Plants and Their Extracts: Volume 1: Pharmacognosy
Towards a Common Future: Understanding Growth, Sustainability in the Asia-Pacific Region
Traces of Violence and Freedom of Thought
Trade and the Labor Market: Effect on Wage Inequality in Japan
Transitioning Children with Disabilities: From Early Childhood through Adulthood
Translational Informatics in Smart Healthcare
Transsphenoidal Surgery: Complication Avoidance and Management Techniques
Treatment of Chronic Pain Conditions: A Comprehensive Handbook
Troubleshooting Java Performance: Detecting Anti-Patterns with Open Source Tools
Understanding Host-Microbiome Interactions - An Omics Approach: Omics of Host-Microbiome Association
Using Imperfect Semiconductor Systems for Unique Identification
Vertebral Lesions
Vestibulo-Oculomotor Research in Space
Visualising the Charge and Cooper-Pair Density Waves in Cuprates
Wagner’s Theory of Generalised Heaps
Water and Sanitation in the New Millennium
Ways of Being in Teaching: Conversations and Reflections
Web Information Systems and Technologies: 12th International Conference, WEBIST 2016, Rome, Italy, April 23–25, 2016, Revised Selected Papers
Whole Person Care: Transforming Healthcare